
Cathy Erway, an Appetite for Culinary Adventures, Infinite Explorers 

 

We are often told to follow our passion, but are rarely warned about the obstacles, 
mistakes, and failures that go along with that passion.  

Cathy Erway discovered the struggles of following her passion when she made the 
decision to not eat out for one whole year. She made it through that year and found 
success ever since.  

Cathy has always been obsessed about food and writing about food. After graduating 
college she began working as an administrative assistant in New York. Knowing that she 
didn't want to push pencils forever, her creative side took over and she began pitching 
articles to food magazines. After about two years of unsuccessfully trying to get 
published in 2006 she turned her attention to blogging and began writing “Not Eating Out 
in New York”, a challenge for anyone who knows the gastronomic landscape of New 
York City. 

The blog was soon a catalyst for discovering and exploring culinary adventures she 
never dreamed possible. Within months the journey filled her daily routine with 
brown-bagging, dumpster diving and food foraging as means to save money and learn to 
cook. She became skilled at everything from how to pick and eat wild plants in Central 
Park to freeganing, or collecting discarded produce from the local super markets. She 
began creating her own recipes and writing about the challenges not eating out posed in 
her social life. Her friends and family thought the decision to stay away from restaurants 
was absurd, but their confrontations only fueled her creative fire and the more 
imaginative she became in the kitchen. Defying the odds of an inexperienced 
twenty-something, Erway made friends with her oven and eased into the identity of a 
self-taught cook, preparing everything from simple sandwiches to tripe soup. Instead of 
meeting her friends at a new restaurant for dinner, she decided to start throwing dinner 
parties to showcase her newfound talents.  

A bright and seemingly serious minded individual Cathy’s earnest prose are often 
interrupted by her clever and humorous wit. It didn’t take long to grab curious readers’ 
attention. A few months after she began writing her blog she was approached by a 
literary agent who proposed the idea to pitch a book. A year later she began writing her 
food memoir “The Art of Eating In: How I learned to Stop Spending and Love the Stove”. 
When asked what advice to give for people following their challenge she said, “Think 
outside of the box! Find a different voice or a different project to tackle, but be sure it’s 
something that you’re really, seriously passionate about.”  

Today she is a published author, podcast producer, and dinner party thrower. Currently 
she is working on a cookbook focusing on the food of Taiwan and her family’s heritage, 
featuring some of the comfort foods she grew up eating. Most people would think taking 
on such challenges to be exhausting, but not Cathy. She stands with a tall but slight 
frame, one wonders when meeting her where she puts all the food and gumption. 

 


